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COPPER BRACELETS
MEDICAL ID BRACELETS
MAGNETIC BRACELETS
PRO-MAGNETIC SPORT WRISTBANDS

SABONA HISTORY
Sabona manufactures and markets fine copper and magnetic bracelets worldwide. Established in 1959, Sabona has offices in England and in the United States, and is internationally recognized as the premier marketer of copper and magnetic bracelets due to strict standards of quality and fine craftsmanship.
**COPPER BRACELETS**

**[314] SABONA COPPER LINK BRACELET**
99.99% pure copper for the customer who prefers copper and wants the flexibility and style of a link bracelet.
- Copper is 99.9% pure

L/XL  DP-31465

**[614] SABONA COPPER MAGNETIC WRISTBAND**
This item is for the customer shopping for a copper bracelet. The magnets are an added value in this item.
- Copper is 99.9% pure
- 1700 gauss magnets in each tip

L/XL  DP-61470

**MEDICAL ID BRACELETS**

**[9111] SABONA MAGNETIC DIABETIC LADIES’ MEDICAL ID BRACELET**
Sabona Medical ID Bracelets combine the function of alerting emergency personnel to a medical condition such as diabetes with style trends the consumer will wear.
- Caduceus symbol prominently displayed on link
- “DIABETIC See Wallet Card” marked under link
- FREE wallet card

**[9112] SABONA MAGNETIC DIABETIC MEN’S MEDICAL ID BRACELET**
Perfect for casual wear but designed to wear to dress occasions as well, the gold plating and polished stainless are a beautiful combination.

S/M  DP-91110
L/XL  DP-91115

SABONA LIMITED WARRANTY
Sabona Copper and Magnetic Bracelets are manufactured to be high quality products. In the event there is a manufacturing defect that goes unnoticed during quality control procedures, Sabona guarantees its products against these defects for a period of six months.

IMPORTANT
Copper wristbands and magnetic products are considered to be unproven remedies. Magnetic products should not be worn next to a watch. Do not use magnet products during pregnancy, or if you have an electrical implant such as a pacemaker. Consult with your doctor if you have any questions and continue with regular medical care.
[644] SABONA MAGNETIC LINK
**LADIES' TWO-TONE** BRACELET
Two-tone bracelet styles are very popular with ladies because of their stylish versatility.
- 1200 gauss magnets

**S/M** DP-64460

**NEW**

[645] SABONA MAGNETIC LINK
**LADIES' STAINLESS** BRACELET
Stainless steel in a simple but elegant design make this bracelet perfect for casual or dress occasions.
- 1200 gauss magnets

**S/M** DP-64560

**NEW**

[646] SABONA MAGNETIC LINK
**MEN'S STAINLESS/GOLD** BRACELET
This bracelet is a smart combination of matte stainless steel and gold accents. Designed to look great and to be comfortable.
- 1200 gauss magnets

**L/XL** DP-64670

**NEW**

[647] SABONA MAGNETIC LINK
**MEN'S BLACK/STEEL** BRACELET
Black and stainless make a great combination! This new black and stainless bracelet will be a popular addition to Sabona's product line.
- 1200 gauss magnets

**L/XL** DP-64770

**NEW**

[700] SABONA TWO-TONE
**WIRE MAGNETIC** BRACELET
This item is one of the most popular stainless steel magnetic bracelet styles in our line and perhaps the most recognized style in the market. The gold plating adds value to the item.
- 1200 gauss magnets in each tip

**S/M** DP-70060

**NEW**

[710] SABONA STAINLESS STEEL
**WIRE MAGNETIC** BRACELET
This item is one of the most popular stainless steel magnetic bracelet styles in our line and perhaps the most recognized style in the market.
- 1200 gauss magnets in each tip

**L/XL** DP-71070

**NEW**
Sabona Pro-Magnetic Sport silicone wristbands have a total of four 1200 gauss magnets and also contain a titanium material which produces minus or negative ions.

**[150] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic Black**
- S/M: DP-15060
- L: DP-15070
- XL: DP-15080

**[151] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic Red**
- L: DP-15170

**[152] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic Blue**
- XL: DP-15280

**[153] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic White**
- L: DP-15370
- XL: DP-15380

**[154] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic Pink**
- S/M: DP-15460

**[170] Sabona Sport Wristband**
**Pro-Magnetic Patriotic**
- S/M: DP-17060
- L: DP-17070
- XL: DP-17080

**To Place An Order**
**Contact:**
Drug Package, Inc.
901 Drug Package Lane • O'Fallon MO 63366
Call 800-325-6137 • Fax 800-600-6137
email: sales@drugpackage.com • www.drugpackage.com